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son of joseph fry. fry was a great scholar; sixteen years 

of research resulted in pantographia, a work on 

languages containing over two hundred alphabets. in 1784 
he introduced a raised roman letter for the blind, and 

was awarded a prize by the edinburgh society of arts. 
(louis braille?s system of lines and dots ultimately proved 

better.) he took over the fry letter foundry with his 

brother henry upon their father?s retirement in 1787. 
"pantographia; containing accurate copies of all the 

known alphabets in the world; together with an 

english explanation of the peculiar force orpower of 

each letter" is the title of a 1799 work on writing 

systems and typography by edmund fry, one of the most 

learned of the english typefounders of his day. fry 

provided a description of each alphabet on the right-
handed, pages with a specimen of the full range of the 

alphabet on the left. fry spent sixteen years researching 

the book, which contains more than 200 specimens, writing 

systems from abyssinia to new zealand, including 20 
varieties of chaldean, 39 of the greek, 8 egyptian, 11 
hebrew, 7 irish, 6 malayan, 7 persian, 7 phoenician, 7 

samaritan, one tibetan, and 2 welsh. to which are added, 
specimens of all well-authenticated oral languages; 

forming a comprehensive digest of phonology. the original 

was printed by cooper and wilson, for john and arthur 

arch [et al.] london 1799 first edition, 8vo, pp.[4], xxxvi, 320; 
numerous fonts and languages throughout, many of an 

exotic nature, including those of nootka and prince 

william sounds, virginian, and new zealand, as well as 

those of select pacific islands and african languages. "the 

work is dedicated to sir joseph banks. two copies were 

printed on vellum. it is preceded by a lengthy preface on 

the origin of language, the author seeking to establish 

that alphabets as well as language are of divine origin. 
the alphabets are arranged in alphabetical order on 

the left-hand pages, and their renderings are given 

opposite?" lowndes describes it as "a highly interesting 

work, the result of sixteen years' research."
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